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Anyonghaseyo, dear brothers and sisters! 
 
Here again some inspiration, based on the words of True Father and True Mother: 
 
True Father: "What we have to do is not just receive the words through Hoon Dok Hae, and not just 
follow them or be pulled by them and carried around, but we should be able to go around and plant the 
words, i.e. plant ourselves, which means to be the substantiation of God's words. Wherever we go, we 
should plant ourselves as the word of God." [1] 
 
Studying the word of God and conveying it to others is certainly precious, but it is not enough to build the 
Kingdom of God. 
 
The word of God has to become visible by us BECOMING the word. That is the meaning of 
substantiation. 
 
But then, what is the meaning of BECOMING the word? Our first human ancestors were supposed to 
BECOME the word of God. In real terms, they were supposed to become people in the image of God, 
with the same level of heart as God, the same level of love as God. They were supposed to become people 
of heavenly love. Simply said, they were to develop true love, BECOME true love, being able to express 
the heart of God at any time to anyone. That is the real meaning of becoming the word. 
 
Jesus said: "Whoever sees me sees the Father." That means that people could experience God through the 
heart of Jesus. His words were God's words, and his heart was the same as God's. That also applies, of 
course, to True Father and True Mother. Through both of them God expresses His heart fully. 
 
When Father asks us to plant ourselves as the word of God, he wants us to also become a pure channel for 
the love of God. Planting ourselves then means to plant heavenly love into the hearts of people, wherever 
we go. And such planting will of course lead to a harvest. Unconditional "planting" of true love into the 
hearts of people, wherever we go, is like sowing seeds of true love, and these seeds will germinate, in one 
way or another, sooner or later: 
 
True Father: "The amount of true love you invest will multiply and develop. The more you set the power 
of true love in motion, the greater it will grow so that you can embrace the world, the universe and even 
God." [2] 



 
Planting divine love all the time makes us very powerful: 
 
True Father: "If you become a person receiving and utilizing love and use your life as a bullet in God's 
war, then you will make yourself one of the strongest people on earth. Nothing will be able to destroy or 
deter you." [3] 
 
True Father: "Even when the entire world is thrown into confusion, if your love does not change, or if you 
choose the path of loving others for their sake, then you can always be in control of any situation. Nothing 
can stand in your way. "[4] 
 
We will become unstoppable, as long as we plant divine love into the heart of everyone. We will become 
giants: 
 
True Father: "Only the power of love could begin the new history and new age. When a person has the 
power to even love his enemies, he is truly a giant and there is nothing he cannot deal with or embrace. 
Ultimately that person shall conquer the world in Gods way." [5] 
 
We need to plant a love that is indeed true. That means our love needs to be such that we do not hesitate 
to invest it into the most unlovable people, even if they reject it over and over. If that stops our love, then 
our love is not true, and does not have the immense power that true love has. True love however has 
gigantic power: 
 
True Father: "Everything that has to do with human circumstances and recognition in the world comes to 
an end. Yet eternal true love never comes to an end, no matter how much you give out. Amazingly, it 
continues eternally. Therefore with the power of love you can move the entire universe and still have 
more remaining." [6] 
 
But this must be a love that embraces all kinds of lovable as well as unlovable people, breaking down all 
barriers, like True Parents always did, still do and will always do: 
 
True Father: "Reverend Moon is one man who has been embracing everyone, including good people and 
evil people, trying to melt all their qualities with the true love of God. No one has thought in that fashion, 
let alone lived his entire life that way. Without a doubt, all mankind shall come under this one tradition. 
The True Father and True Mother have committed their lives for the sake of their mission, for embracing 
the enemy world." [7] 
 
True Mother: "My husband and I never stepped back from challenges. Even when we faced persecution, 
we did not harbor any ill-will but rather prayed for those who opposed us. By overcoming such challenges 
we were given even greater blessings than we could have dreamed of." [8] 
 
Embracing the enemy world, embracing everyone, good or bad, with an unconditional heart, is certainly 
also our task. It certainly moves God's providence. We need to follow this pattern, and then we will be 
highly successful in our lives: 
 
True Father: "True Parents' love here on earth is like a formula or tradition. Anybody who follows that 
formula or tradition is bound to succeed. Not only will you succeed here on earth, but you will also 
succeed in spirit world.... This kind of love will be welcomed anywhere, anytime, because this is the love 
of God." [9] 
 
And anyone has the potential to reach such levels of love. It just takes desire and practice. Also asking 
True Father, Heung Jin Nim and Jesus for constant education of heart will definitely be very helpful. 
Those giants of heart will help us to gradually reach their level of heart and love, thus transforming us 
into the living word, the living love! 
 
Love from Bruno 
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